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Leechdepth Parasite

You were born as a vampiric leech, connected to a 
humanoid body, and slowly took over its nervous system 
until you yourself became the sole consciousness. Now, 
you secretly control the husk of a body. 

Skill Proficiencies: Nature, Perception
Tool Proficiencies: None
Languages: Abyssal, Deep Speech, and another 
language of your choice
Equipment: One set of common clothes, a collection 
of barnacles and sea shells, a dagger, a deep sea pearl 
worth 10 gp, and a pouch containing 5 gp

Feature: Parasitic Roots

Due to your non-humanoid origin, you've grown 
accustomed to inhumane conditions. You suffer no 
drawbacks from sleeping in dangerous situations, 
eating rotten food, or drinking polluted water.

Suggested Traits

1d8 Personality Trait

1. I am still learning humanoid phrases.

2. I have a hard time noticing pain in the 
humanoid body.

3. I am obsessed with the fact that I have skin and 
that I can draw on it.

4. There's nothing wrong with a parasitic 
relationship.

5. I keep fantasizing about my body's past life.

6. I long to move on to a new body.

7. Human possessions bore me.

8. I sometimes forget I am inside a body and am 
startled by my hands.

1d6 Ideal

1. Destruction. I will ensure the Leechdepth slowly 
eats away at all life. (Evil)

2.
Servitude. I will control all the bodies around me 
one by one, forming a vampiric legion that serves 
me. (Lawful)

3.
Free Will. I've taken control of a mind and now 
understand the horrific implications. I will not 
tolerate further mind control. (Good)

4. Repentance. I wish to rid myself of my parasitic 
existence and become a real creature. (Good)

5. Adventure. Now that I have a body, I wish to see 
the world. (Neutral)

6.
Blood. I wish to taste as many different blood 
types as possible, then drain the best one. 
(Chaotic)

1d6 Bond

1. I have always been interested in humanoid food 
and became a humanoid to taste it.

2. My parasite family has tasked me with discovering 
the strongest bloodline.

3. I still have part of my body's old memories.

4. I fell in love with my body's partner. They can 
never find out I replaced their lover.

5. I forgot I'm a parasite. I think I've always been a 
humanoid.

6. I'm being chased for crimes I can't remember. 

1d6 Flaw

1. Humanoid manners bore me.

2. If you're not a Leechdepth parasite, you're not 
worth my time. 

3. I am terrified of losing my body and avoid damage 
at all costs.

4. I'm always tempted to drink the blood of my 
companions.

5. I struggle deeply with the concept of memory 
and have difficulty remembering things.

6. I still have some compulsive habits from when I 
was a parasite.


